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1.E-BIDDING support center (a part of JACIC)
This center is entrusted from MLIT to do the help desk for
the bidders and the owner of MLIT e-bidding system.

In every year, this center receive the telephone call about
12,000 times by 7 lines and 9 operators like above.

2. Problem to be solved
It is entrusted work from MLIT. And this year’s work specification said
that You have to prepare the necessary stuff and facilities as many as
not to make people wait when they call.
It is a rather special spec in Japanese public work. It is called
‘performance regulations’. Most of case are ‘amount regulations’
as like as ‘to prepare stuff and facilities to meet 12,000 times
telephone calls.’ The work amount is usually expressed in the spec.
performance regulation
e.g. Not to make wait

vs

amount regulations

e.g. To meet 12,000 calls

This ‘performance’ spec seemed to be possible
to do actually for us.
But there was a problem. Because
How we can prove ‘not to make people wait’ ?
It seems to be a little difficult to prove.
Actually maybe we can do it with no problem,
because we have many years’ experiences.
But I , the director of this office’ think I need a
new tool and data to prove it.

3.Method to solve
My idea was below:

In JACIC, another help desk for another system
uses IVR (interactive voice response) application
for the good service.
IVR application has originally the function of
automatic voice answer if the line is busy.
But it has also a function to record every
telephone call. And
I found that this record analysis will give us the
data we need.
We adopted the IVR2430-Ⅱ（TAKACOM Co.
Ltd.) to get the data. It is just one box as picture.

Joint system for IVR
IVR machine is connected as like the
picture. And so it can get the all log of
phone calls. (time and times)
IVR is planned several times to issue the
interactive message. When the operators
are busy on other lines, the massage will
be, for example, ‘our help desk is busy at
the moment, Please hold a little’
repeated.

Operators’ telephone

Function and analysis
In the log data,
If there is no time of automatic voice issuing, it shows no people waited when they call.
We set the message to issue for every 15 seconds as below picture.
If the 1st message will be issued and there will be no 2nd
message, it will be proved that the operator meets the call after a little
seconds. We have set the interval to be 15 seconds between message.

4. Result Data
This picture shows the daily data.
7 lines are under work of helper, but the 8th line
is additional for IVR only.
7 Line is busy in 12th, 13th , and 18th. But it was
very short time.
〇mark shows the 8th line moved.
But ‘no’ shows the 1st message didn’t issued.
It meens that the operator can meet the
telephone before the 1st message. She has
maybe finished another telephone and answer
the waiting one.
This data shows also that this operators team
has no disorder no confusion and our 7 line
telephones are just enough facilities to meet the
work.

5.conclusion
• We , e-bidding support center, have to work with the specification
of performance rules this year.
• JACIC introduced the IVR application in order to get the new data.
・From the result of given data, we believe that we almost fulfilled the
specification required for this work.
・It is not perfect research. We can think that there may be other
probability case. And so we have to confirm it by further research.

